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Love's Consolation

Meditation for Piano or Organ

By GEO. L. SPAULDING

This is without doubt the most beautiful musical composition of its kind since the famous Mendelssohn compositions, and from the enormous popularity of "Love's Consolation" it will be one of the standard pieces for years to come. "Love's Consolation" is a universal favorite with both teachers and pupils.

LOVE'S CONSOLATION.

A Meditation for Piano or Organ.

POPULAR TWO-STEPS

TURKISH TROPHIES

BOM-BAY Intermezzo

OSCEOLA

COON'S PARADISE

POLICY KING

PRETZEL PETE

PEACEMAKER

SILVER LEAVES

SILENCE AND FUN

HEN ON THE NEST

GINGER SNAPS

TRAILING THE TRAIL

BUFFALO RAG

EUGENIA (rather difficult)

SOUSA-SWING MARCH

NAPANE:

The great Indian Novelty

W. R. Williams

POPULAR WALTZES

BROWN OF HARVARD

GREAT DIVIDE

MESSAGE OF LOVE

MESSAGE FROM DREAMLAND
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